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Public introduction
M4ShaleGas stands for Measuring, monitoring, mitigating and managing the environmental impact of
shale gas and is funded by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation Programme.
The main goal of the M4ShaleGas project is to study and evaluate potential risks and impacts of shale gas
exploration and exploitation. The focus lies on four main areas of potential impact: the subsurface, the
surface, the atmosphere, and social impacts.
The European Commission's Energy Roadmap 2050 identifies gas as a critical fuel for the transformation
of the energy system in the direction of lower CO2 emissions and more renewable energy. Shale gas may
contribute to this transformation.
Shale gas is – by definition – a natural gas found trapped in shale, a fine grained sedimentary rock
composed of mud. There are several concerns related to shale gas exploration and production, many of
them being associated with hydraulic fracturing operations that are performed to stimulate gas flow in the
shales. Potential risks and concerns include for example the fate of chemical compounds in the used
hydraulic fracturing and drilling fluids and their potential impact on shallow ground water. The fracturing
process may also induce small magnitude earthquakes. There is also an ongoing debate on greenhouse gas
emissions of shale gas (CO2 and methane) and its energy efficiency compared to other energy sources
There is a strong need for a better European knowledge base on shale gas operations and their
environmental impacts particularly, if shale gas shall play a role in Europe’s energy mix in the coming
decennia. M4ShaleGas’ main goal is to build such a knowledge base, including an inventory of best
practices that minimise risks and impacts of shale gas exploration and production in Europe, as well as
best practices for public engagement.
The M4ShaleGas project is carried out by 18 European research institutions and is coordinated by TNONetherlands Organization for Applied Scientific Research.

Executive Report Summary
This report presents the results of a series of laboratory experiments that aimed to investigate the initiation
and propagation of hydraulic fractures. This topic is a key research area related to shale gas exploitation
and is fundamental in determining where hydrofractures will propagate and how long they will be. The
experiments were carried out at the British Geological Survey using samples of ball-milled Bowland Shale
from the Pennine Basin, U.K, and pure kaolinite. The main aim of these experiments was to answer the
fundamental question “what controls fracture initiation and propagation in shale?” In answering this
question the following five key questions were posed:






How do fractures initiate and propagate when injecting gas?
How do fractures initiate and propagate when injecting water?
Does fabric affect fracture initiation and propagation?
Can fractures close or seal after propagation? and
What pressure does hydraulic fracturing occur?

Experiments were conducted on analogue systems manufactured from pre-compacted clay blocks. This
included thin clay disks and cubic samples of pre-compacted clay. These were compared with results from
hydrofractured Bowland Shale samples. The study showed that the initiation and propagation of hydraulic
fractures is controlled by two interlinked phenomena; compressibility of the clay and dilation of the
fracture.
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1

INTRODUCTION TO M4SHALEGAS

1.1 Context of M4ShaleGas
Shale gas source rocks are widely distributed around the world and many countries have
now started to investigate their shale gas potential. Some argue that shale gas has already
proved to be a game changer in the U.S. energy market (EIA, 2015). The European
Commission's Energy Roadmap 2050 identifies gas as a critical energy source for the
transformation of the energy system to a system with lower CO2 emissions that combines
gas with increasing contributions of renewable energy and increasing energy efficiency.
It may be argued that in Europe, natural gas replacing coal and oil will contribute to
emissions reduction on the short and medium terms.
There are, however, several concerns related to shale gas exploration and production,
many of them being associated with the process of hydraulic fracturing. There is also a
debate on the greenhouse gas emissions of shale gas (CO2 and methane) and its energy
return on investment compared to other energy sources. Questions are raised about the
specific environmental footprint of shale gas in Europe as a whole as well as in individual
Member States. Shale gas basins are unevenly distributed among the European Member
States and are not restricted within national borders, which makes close cooperation
between the involved Member States essential. There is relatively little knowledge on the
footprint in regions with a variety of geological and geopolitical settings as are present in
Europe. Concerns and risks are clustered in the following four areas: subsurface, surface,
atmosphere and society. As the European continent is densely populated, it is most
certainly of vital importance to understand public perceptions of shale gas and for
European publics to be fully engaged in the debate about its potential development.
Accordingly, Europe has a strong need for a comprehensive knowledge base on potential
environmental, societal and economic consequences of shale gas exploration and
exploitation. Knowledge needs to be science-based, needs to be developed by research
institutes with a strong track record in shale gas studies, and needs to cover the different
attitudes and approaches to shale gas exploration and exploitation in Europe. The
M4ShaleGas project is seeking to provide such a scientific knowledge base, integrating
the scientific outcome of 18 research institutes across Europe. It addresses the issues
raised in the Horizon 2020 call LCE 16 – 2014 on Understanding, preventing and
mitigating the potential environmental risks and impacts of shale gas exploration and
exploitation.

1.2

M4ShaleGas project structure

Knowledge of the environmental footprint from shale gas exploration and exploitation
mainly come from US and Canadian experiences. Shale gas development in Europe may
benefit from lessons learned in the US. However, population densities, geological
settings, and regulations in some areas of European Union Member States are markedly
different from those in the US and Canada.

D1.2 Controls on fracture initiation in shale
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Within the M4ShaleGas project four key gaps in our knowledge related to the potential
environmental risks and impacts of shale gas exploration and exploitation will be
addressed, as identified from consultations with different stakeholders (i.e. public,
regulators, governments and industry). The structure of the M4ShaleGas program is based
on the main areas of potential impact:
WP1 Subsurface; Impact of subsurface activities: Hydraulic fracturing, induced
seismicity and well integrity;
WP2 Surface; Impact of surface activities: Water, soil and well site activities;
WP3 Atmosphere and climate; Impact on air quality and global climate;
WP4 Society; Public Perceptions of the Environmental Impacts; and
WP5 Integration, stakeholder engagement and dissemination.


1.3

The current work fits within WP1 Subsurface, specifically in WP1.1 – the
subsurface impact of hydraulic fracturing.

Introduction to the current study

The initiation of fracturing in geological media is a complex topic that has been studied
in both the field and the laboratory. This topic has been bought to the forefront of research
by the growing demand for knowledge of the economical and potential environmental
impacts of hydraulic fracturing in unconventional hydrocarbon exploration (shale
gas/oil).
Many studies have focussed on using data from micro-seismic monitoring to visualise the
formed fracture network (e.g. Calvez et al., 2007; Cipolla et al., 2005; Daniels et al.,
2007; Fisher et al., 2002; Maxwell et at., 2002; Warpinski et al.,1998). These studies
have also been combined with numerical modelling of the propagation of hydraulic
fractures (e.g. Adachi et al., 2007; Dean & Schmidt, 2009; Ji et al., 2009; Lecampion &
Detournay, 2007). A number of different mathematical approaches were taken in these
studies, e.g. finite element modelling or distinct element modelling. Despite the clear need
for these studies there has so far been a lack of experimental data to confirm and
benchmark these models. The complex nature of hydraulic fracturing in shales was
discussed by Cuss et al. (2015a), this study also highlighted a number of potential future
research areas, one of which was how fractures will initiate in shales and clays and how
these fractures will propagate
The current study aimed to visualise fracture initiation and propagation in ball-milled
Bowland shale and kaolinite. The use of high resolution images combined with a highspeed camera provided information on the controls on fracture initiation. This study is
aimed to complement a parallel experimental programme reported by Cuss et al. (2017a),
aimed at visualising the interaction between hydraulic fractures and bedding and preexisting fracture networks. The current study builds upon work undertaken by Wiseall et
al. (2015) on fracture visualisation.
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Five main questions are posed in the current study:


How do fractures initiate and propagate when injecting gas?



How do fractures initiate and propagate when injecting water?



Does fabric affect fracture initiation and propagation?



Can fractures close or seal?



At what pressure does hydraulic fracturing occur?

This report describes the full set of experiments carried out on fracture initiation,
including observations made in a parallel study examining the effect that bedding and
pre-existing fractures have on hydraulic fracturing; this is discussed in more detail by
Cuss et al. (2017a). For a full discussion of the implications of the current study on shale
gas please refer to Cuss et al. (2017b). Table 1 summarises the relationship of the reports
produced for WP1.1.
Table 1 Summary of the content of the four reports produced as part of WP1.1 of the M4ShaleGas
project.
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2

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental program performed a total of 62 experiments using two experimental
apparatus; the Fracture Visualization Rig (FVR) and the Direct Shear Rig (DSR). The
current report presents the results of 21 of these experiments; 15 using the FVR and 6
using the DSR.

2.1

Fracture Visualization Rig (FVR)

Figure 1 shows the Fracture Visualization Rig (FVR), as used in previous studies (e.g.
Wiseall et al., 2015). The apparatus was designed and manufactured by the Transport
Properties Research Laboratory at the British Geological Survey. The FVR consists of a
150 mm diameter, 50 mm thick fused silica glass window held rigidly in place by a 230
mm diameter steel collar, resulting in a 110 mm diameter viewing window. Twelve
torqued bolts hold the collar to a 250 mm diameter steel plate and can impose a normal
stress of up to 3 MPa. The bolts are spaced at 30° intervals and each is tightened to a
known torque. The thin clay sample is located between the lower steel platen and the glass
window and is held laterally in place by a porous plastic filter. A paper gasket is placed
between the steel collar and the glass window in order to protect the silica fused glass.

a

b

Figure 1: The Fracture Visualization Rig (FVR); a) schematic of the FVR; b) photo of the FVR.

Water or gas was injected into the clay paste/sample at the centre of the lower platen. The
permeant was injected and controlled by a high precision Teledyne ISCO-260D syringe
pump which was connected to a gas-water interface vessel. An injection pressure ranging
from 0.5 to 13 MPa was possible. Although the glass window only had a maximum rating
of approximately 3 MPa, the localised nature of pressurisation meant that injection
pressure could safely exceed the stress rating of the materials used. This had been
modelled to ensure safe operation.
The experiment was recorded visually. For gas injection experiments, where gas pathway
propagation was relatively slow, it was possible to record the experiment using time-lapse
photography. For water injection experiments the propagation of hydraulic fractures was
D1.2 Controls on fracture initiation in shale
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very short in duration once fracture propagation began; of the order of a few seconds. To
record these tests it was necessary to use high-speed photography.
For time-lapse, a Nikon D3100 Digital Single-Lens Reflex (DSLR) camera with Nikkor
AF 60 mm f2.8D Micro lens captured images every three seconds. Images were captured
at a resolution of 4608 × 3072, with the time-lapse controlled from a PC running
digiCamControl v2. All images were recorded as JPEG. High speed photography was
recorded using an fps1000HD-256 camera supplied by the Slow Motion Camera
Company Ltd. This could record images of a resolution of 1280 × 720 at 1000 frames per
second (fps). The light requirements at 1000 fps meant that 3 Diall rechargeable 10W
LED work lights were required. It was necessary to select rechargeable lighting as AC
flicker is apparent in images recorded at 1000 fps. All images were recorded in a RAW
format. All images, whether time-lapse of high speed, were batch processed using Adobe
Lightroom software into optimized grey-scale to aid fracture identification.

2.2

Direct Shear Rig (DSR)

Hydraulic fracture experiments were conducted using the Direct Shear Rig (DSR),
although it has to be noted that the apparatus was not imposing any shear force on the
samples during this study. The apparatus has been used for several studies, including
studies of Opalinus Clay (e.g. Cuss et al., 2009; 2011; 2014), Callovo-Oxfordian
Claystone (e.g. Cuss et al., 2016a; 2017cd), and clay gouge (e.g. Cuss & Harrington, 2016;
Cuss et al., 2015b; 2016b; Sathar et al., 2012).
The DSR (Figure 2, Figure 3) comprise six key components:
1.

Rigid steel body that had been designed to have a bulk modulus of compressibility
and shear modulus approximately 2 orders of magnitude greater than the samples
tested, resulting in minimal deformation of the apparatus compared to the test
sample (Figure 2a);

2.

Vertical load system comprising an Enerpac hydraulic ram that was controlled
using a Teledyne/ISCO 260D syringe pump, a rigid loading frame and an upper
thrust block (up to 20 MPa vertical stress, 72 kN force). The Enerpac ram had a
stroke of 105 mm. Vertical travel of the thrust block was measured by a high
precision non-contact capacitance displacement transducer, which had a full range
of ± 0.5 mm and an accuracy of 0.06 µm (Figure 2b,c);

3.

Shear force actuator comprised of a modified and horizontally mounted
Teledyne/ISCO 500D syringe pump designed to drive shear as slow as 14 microns
a day at a constant rate, or as fast as 0.5 mm per second, along a low friction
bearing. This gives a range of shear strain rate of more than 7 orders of magnitude.
Note: For the current study the shear force actuator was not used.
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a

b

c

Figure 2: The Direct Shear Rig; a) complete apparatus; b) the loading frame with normal load
cells at the bottom; c) the normal load ram (yellow).

4.

Pore pressure system comprising a Teledyne/ISCO 500D syringe pump that could
deliver either water or gas up to a pressure of 51.7 MPa. The syringe pump
delivered fluid through a 4 mm diameter injection bore the same length as a 4 mm
hole drilled in to the centre of the sample;

D1.2 Controls on fracture initiation in shale
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5.

A state-of-the-art custom designed data acquisition system using National
Instruments LabVIEW™ software facilitating the remote monitoring and control
of all experimental parameters.

6.

A sample assembly. For pre-compacted samples, a 60 mm × 60 mm × ~50 mm
sample was held by two stainless steel holders (Figure 3a). For samples of intact
Bowland Shale, a 60 mm diameter and 50 mm length sample was held by two
stainless steel rings, which were in turn held by two stainless steel holders.

a

b
Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the Direct Shear Rig apparatus used for the hydrofracture study.

2.3

Tested Material

2.3.1

Bowland Shale

The Bowland Shale is mid Carboniferous in age (Serpukhovian, upper Mississippian) and
accumulated in the Pennine Basin, which underlies much of northern England. Borehole
material of this stratigraphic unit is limited to core that is typically desiccated, subsampled and slabbed rendering it unsuitable for many engineering tests. Because of this,
it was decided to use a suitable sized block of fresh outcrop material. Due to the low
strength of mud-prone units, outcrop is generally restricted to better-cemented calcareous
intervals, however they will have been subject to weathering processes and therefore may
not be fully representative of the material at depth. The Bowland Shale, along with
slightly older Hodder Mudstones, has been identified as the principal shale gas resource
D1.2 Controls on fracture initiation in shale
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in the UK (Andrews, 2013), although there is little exploration data to confirm the likely
reserve this rock unit may contain. Samples from the upper part of the Bowland Shale
were chosen for this study.
The samples used in originate from the north-western part of the Pennine Basin (Figure
4). A suitable outcrop was identified in a small natural stream section at Parlick Hill in
central Lancashire (53o54’01.34” N, 2o37’35.78”W) (Figure 3a). The outcrop is located
in the central part of the Upper Bowland Shale, approximately 100 m above the base and
65 m below the Tumulites pseudobilinguis (E1b2) local ammonoid marker horizon. The
mudstone was deposited in a deep water setting, and is typical of the carbonate-rich
‘offshore muds’ facies as described by Andrews (2013), ‘calcareous mudstones’ of
Konitzer et al. (2014) and ‘carbonate-cemented mudstones’ of Hennissen et al. (2017).
Tests presented here were carried out using a gouge material made up of crushed Bowland
Shale. Small blocks of Bowland Shale were ball-milled to form a powder with a grain
size of 53 µm and below. X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) analysis was carried out, the results
are presented in Table 2. This showed the bulk mineralogy comprises 25.7 % silicates,
48% carbonates, 21.9% clay minerals and a minor fraction (4.3 %) of sulphides and
phosphates. The mineralogy of grains under 2 µm is dominated by Illite (48%) and IlliteSmectite (39%), together comprising 87% of the sample.
Table 2: Results of XRD analysis on powder from the samples used in this report.

2.3.2

Kaolinite

Gouge material for the experiments was prepared from powdered kaolinite, supplied by
Imerys from St Austell (UK). Highley (1984) report that kaolinite is of well-ordered form
with coarse hexagonal platelets. The equivalent spherical diameter of the clay grains was
100 % (by weight) less than 10 µm, 95 % less than 2 µm, and 85 % less than 1 µm.
Samples were mixed so as to give a gravimetric water content of 80 % (following Sathar
et al., 2012).
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a

b
Figure 4: (a) photo showing samples being taken from stream bed at Parlick Hill, (b) thickness
map of the Bowland shale in the North of England, the star shows the location of the Pennine
Basin. After Andrews (2013).
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2.4

Sample preparation

This section outlines the four different samples prepared; clay paste, thin clay disks, cubic
pre-compacted samples, rock samples.
2.4.1
Clay paste samples
Clay pastes were created for use in the Fracture Visualisation Rig (FVR) by mixing
known quantities of clay powder with de-ionised water (Figure 5a). The proportions for
the clay/water mix varied during the study, as summarised in Table 3. For example, initial
kaolinite samples were created by mixing 16 ± 0.1 g of de-ionised water with 20 ± 0.1 g
clay powder. This quantity was sufficient to create a paste layer that was around 1 mm in
thickness. The water and clay mixture was thoroughly mixed for five minutes until a
consistent paste had been achieved (Figure 5b). This was then smeared onto the surface
of the glass of the FVR as evenly in thickness and distribution as possible. The application
of torque to the bolts of the FVR then created a uniform thickness of gouge.
2.4.2

Thin clay disks

In addition to performing tests on pastes, the decision was taken to carry out a range of
tests on 1 mm thick pre-compacted clay disks. This decision was made as testing of pastes
may have introduced a fabric into the sample which was influencing fracture propagation.
The parallel study on the influence of bedding and pre-existing fracture networks (Cuss
et al., 2017a) also required a range of sample arrangements that could not be implemented
using pastes alone and required pre-compacted samples. Cuss et al. (2017b) specifically
discuss the influence of these analogue fractures on propagation.
The methodology for the making pre-compacted clay disks is shown in Figure 2. The clay
pastes were mixed, as shown in Figure 2ab to a specified water content as shown in Table
3. Figure 2c shows the clay paste being placed upon a sheet of polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE) that was greased both sides using Super Lube®, manufactured by Synco Chemical
Corporation. The addition of Super Lube was found to be necessary to separate the PTFE
from the clay following compression. A second, greased, sheet of PTFE was placed upon
the clay so as to stop the clay from sticking to the piston of the sample former. The former
(Figure 5d) was made of stainless steel and was zinc coated and could create samples of
110 mm diameter for use in the FVR. The former was placed within the sample press
(Figure 5e), which had the capacity to load the sample up to 90 MPa. However, much
lower loading stresses were employed (Table 3). The clay paste was pressed for at least
5 minutes, which was sufficient to create a homogenous, 1 mm thick sample (Figure 5f).
All samples had a 10 mm slot cut into the centre of the sample, this was to simulate
pressurisation being applied along a perforation during hydraulic stimulation. The slot
(Figure 5g) was cut into the clay disk using a hypodermic syringe of 1 mm diameter. The
slot was filled with silicon dioxide (quartz), which was supplied by Sigma-Aldrich. This
was necessary to ensure that the slot remained open once vertical stress was applied to
the FVR and sample. All analogue fractures were created in this way. The quartz does not
represent a fracture fill, it merely acts to prop open a pre-existing weakness in the precompacted clay disk. Note that samples that were layered or of a concentric bullseye
arrangement (see Figure 8) were created from two complete disk samples of clay, one
D1.2 Controls on fracture initiation in shale
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kaolinite and one derived from ball-milled Bowland Shale. For layered samples, the clay
disk was cut using a sharp craft knife to create a central layer that was 40 mm thick. The
central portion was then swapped between the two prepared disk samples to yield two
layered samples; one with a central layer of kaolinite and one derived from ball-milled
Bowland Shale. The bullseye samples were manufactured in a similar manner, with a 50
mm diameter cutter creating circular samples of clay.

a

b

d

c

e

g

f

h

Figure 5: Summary of sample preparation for the Fracture Visualisation Rig; a) de-ionised water
was added to kaolinite powder; b) water/clay mixture was thoroughly mixed; c) clay paste was
added to the top of a greased PTFE disc; d) compaction former; e) sample press; f) final sample
of around 1 mm thickness; g) fracture cut into clay sample using a hypodermic syringe; h) quartz
added to “slot” to simulate a pre-existing fracture or perforation.
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2.4.3

Cubic pre-compacted samples

Cubic samples were created in a similar way to that described for the thin clay disks.
However, a square former was used, as shown in Figure 6, to create samples that were 60
× 60 × ~50 mm. Much greater quantities of clay paste were used. All samples had a 4 mm
diameter bore drilled to a depth of 25 mm using a masonry drill. This was to accommodate
the injection bore of the apparatus. Mastic was applied to the upper surface of the sample
and injection bore to ensure an adequate seal.

Figure 6: Sample former used to create cubic samples.

2.4.4

Rock samples

Sample preparation of shale, be it borehole or stream derived material, has proved
problematic as it tends to split along bedding planes. Cylindrical samples of Bowland
Shale were prepared from fresh stream-bed samples. A diamond tipped corer was used to
create 60 mm diameter samples from the recovered samples (Figure 7a). The corer was
air-flushed with gas with vacuum removal of fines, as shown in Figure 7a throughout to
keep the cutting sections cool. A water flush could not be used due to the swelling clay
content of the Bowland Shale and the risk that water would damage the sample. The ends
of the sample were machined flat using a lathe, to give parallel surfaces and a completed
sample of 50 mm length (Figure 7b). At all times during sample preparation the exposure
to air was minimized and the samples stored in vacuum-packed plastic as much as was
practicable. The specimen was accurately measured using a digital micrometer and
weighed. Off-cuts from the coring process were weighed and oven dried to obtain an
estimate of moisture content. A 4 mm bore was drilled into the sample using a masonry
drill to a depth of 25 mm to accommodate the injection bore. The speed of drilling was
kept to a minimum so as not to generate excessive heat that could result in localized
D1.2 Controls on fracture initiation in shale
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drying of the sample, or in extreme cases, thermal fracturing. It has to be noted that the
test sample had considerable strength and three masonry drills were required per bore
drilled as the drills soon became blunt.

a

b

Figure 7: Cylindrical sample preparation; a) diamond tip core cutting; b) finished sample of shale.
Note: image is of Callovo-Oxfordian Claystone.

2.5

Experimental procedures

The experimental programme has developed as more test data was acquired. The
complete test history reported here is shown in Table 3. A total of 21 tests were conducted;
15 using the Fracture Visualisation Rig (FVR) on thin clay disks, 4 using the Direct Shear
Rig (DSR) on pre-compacted cubic samples, and 2 using the DSR on cylindrical samples
of Bowland Shale.
2.5.1

Clay disk samples in the Fracture Visualisation Rig

Prepared samples were loaded into the Fracture Visualisation Rig and the bolts were
tightened to a set torque to create a stress on the samples. The experiment was performed
as follows:





The pore pressure system was isolated from the sample by means of a valve and pore
pressure was increased to 3 MPa;
The high-speed camera was started;
The valve to the sample was opened;
The pore pressure pump was switched to constant flow at a rate of between 200 and
500 ml/hr, up to a maximum pressure of 13 MPa;

D1.2 Controls on fracture initiation in shale
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Table 3: Summary of all tests reported in the current study. BMBS - ball-milled Bowland Shale.

a

b

c

d

e

f

Figure 8: Summary of the different tests conducted using the Fracture Visualisation Rig; a) intact
clay; b) simple layers (dashed); c) bullseye arrangement; d) pre-existing fractures; e) square
fractures; f) complex fractures (dashed+).
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The experiment was continued until hydrofracture occurred, specifically until the fracture
had propagated to the edge of the sample and into the filter; the condition of “breakthrough”. It has to be noted that some tests did not reach full breakthrough. It should also
be noted that some tests reached hydrofracture after the memory of the high speed camera
had been filled. Therefore, it was necessary to observe the tests and make detailed notes
of the growth of fractures.
Figure 8 summarises the various sample arrangements used in the fracture visualisation
test programme. These arrangements were predominantly designed for the parallel study
carried out by Cuss et al. (2017a). However, the observations in these tests also suited the
needs of the current test programme and therefore several tests overlapped both studies.
2.5.2

Cubic samples in the Direct Shear Rig

The Fracture Visualisation Rig allows direct observation of hydrofracture, but is a
constrained, 2-dimensional sample. In order to up-scale results it was necessary to
perform experiments on cubic samples to observe the final results of hydrofracturing in a
3D volume. Figure 9 summarises the tests conducted on 3-dimensional samples. A total
of four cubic tests were conducted on single clay systems (Figure 9ab). The test procedure
was similar to that employed in the Fracture Visualisation Rig tests. Prepared samples
were loaded into the Direct Shear Rig and the experiment was performed as follows:





Normal load was applied to the sample assembly;
The pore pressure system was isolated from the sample by means of a valve and pore
pressure was increased to 3 MPa;
The valve to the sample was opened;
The pore pressure pump was switched to constant flow at a rate of between 200 and
500 ml/hr, up to a maximum pressure of 51.7 MPa;

a

b

c

Figure 9: Summary of the tests conducted using the Direct Shear Rig; a) pre-compacted kaolinite
clay; b) pre-compacted ball-milled Bowland Shale; c) intact Bowland Shale.

2.5.3

Cylindrical samples of Bowland Shale in the Direct Shear Rig

The test procedure for the cylindrical samples of Bowland Shale were identical to those
described for the cubic samples. However, additional mastic was applied to the upper
surface of the sample and the injection bore to ensure a good seal.
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2.6

Gas versus water injection

Whilst the primary aim of the study was to investigate geomechanical processes
associated with hydraulic fracturing, it was necessary to also investigate fracturing
following gas injection. This was for several fundamental reasons, principally because
the growth of hydraulic fractures was rapid and the slower gas fracture formation was
easier to study in high resolution. The use of pre-compacted and paste samples with high
water content also meant that hydraulic fracturing resulted in considerable erosion of the
fracture walls. Therefore gas injection was used to observe fracture growth in the absence
of erosion, which is comparable to processes that are expected in lithified shale.
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3

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS; FRACTURE VISUALISATION
(GAS)

This section outlines all results from tests conducted with the injection of gas into clay
samples within the Fracture Visualisation Rig. Several tests (Table 3) were carried out
injecting helium gas into the clay system; helium was used as pressurised methane was
seen as a potential health and safety risk within the laboratory and the behaviour is
expected to be similar. A series of test arrangements, e.g. layered and fracture systems
(Figure 8), were used in this experimental programme, as well as single-clay kaolinite or
ball-milled Bowland Shale samples. This section will introduce in detail the fracture
growth in ball-milled Bowland Shale and kaolinite. A focus is made on the growth of an
individual fracture and also the way in which fractures may branch.

3.1

Ball-milled Bowland Shale

3.1.1

Example individual fracture; Test M4_48BF

Figure 10 shows the results of Test M4_48BF. The schematic diagrams are used to
highlight the fracture growth as it can be difficult to see in the dark-coloured ball-milled
Bowland Shale. As can be seen a series of artificial fractures have been emplaced into the
ball-milled Bowland Shale, a central perforation has also been used to inject the helium
through. Photos have been captured every 3 seconds during the test, the timing of each
photo is indicated in the figure.
Figure 10b shows the fracture began to initiate at the bottom left corner of the perforation,
indicating that gas pressure had concentrated at the corner of the perforation. This site is
likely to be a stress concentration (Cuss et al., 2015a). As indicated by the time, it had
taken over 20 seconds for the pressure ramp to reach a high enough pressure for gas entry
to occur. The fracture then propagated at approximately 90˚ to the perforation. The initial
fracture width was relatively narrow. However, fracture width had grown towards the
fracture tip.
Figure 10c shows the next stage of fracture propagation. The fracture could be seen to
branch at approximately 90˚ to the initial fracture. The wide section of the first fracture
had continued to widen in the lower fracture, however the top branch was very narrow.
Fracture propagation continued in Figure 10d. The lower branch could be seen to
propagate significantly, whereas the upper branch had only propagated by approximately
a centimetre. This suggests that propagation progresses with less effort in the lower
fracture, this may be associated with variations in the material properties at this location
compared to the upper part of the sample. Propagation extended beyond the artificial
fracture without interacting with it, it could be described as avoiding this feature. As the
fracture propagated it remained very narrow. The upper fracture had only propagated by
approximately a centimetre upwards. The lower fracture could be seen to change direction
towards the left as propagation occurred. Again, branching occurred at the fracture tip,
however this time the branching occurred at approximately 120˚.
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a

b

c

d

Figure 10: Summary of test M4_48BF; a) initial image before testing; b) fracture initiation; c)
fracture growth and branching; d) further propagation and branching. Width of view ≈ 10 cm.

Test M4_48BF shows significant features. Firstly it showed that gas fracture occurred at
the corner of the injection perforation, a site expected to be a stress concentration.
Secondly it showed that continued fracture growth is likely to result in branching. This is
inferred as being controlled by physical properties of the clay at the fracture tip. The test
also showed that more than one branch continued to grow simultaneously.
3.1.2

Example individual fracture; Test M4_45E

Figure 11 shows the results of Test M4_45E, a gas injection test using a concentric
bullseye configuration with ball-milled Bowland Shale at the centre. Figure 11ab shows
the start and end images of the test respectively. As shown no obvious large gas pathway
can be seen in the sample, as is seen in many other tests. However, on closer inspection
(Figure 11c) a network of very narrow gas pathways have formed within the central disk
of ball-milled Bowland Shale. In this test the gas pressure did not drop, meaning no
pathways reached the edge of the apparatus. It is difficult to interpret these pathways as
they are very narrow and form very slowly. However, it can be noted that these pathways
appear to have formed within the fabric of the ball-milled Bowland Shale. It is difficult
to interpret if these pathways extend into the kaolinite as they are not clearly evident due
to their limited size and colour. It may be that as the pathways have formed they have
dilated the size of the central ball-milled Bowland shale disk and resulted in a sealed
boundary between the ball-milled Bowland Shale and kaolinite.
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a

b

c
Figure 11: Images from Test M4_45E; a) initial image showing bullseye arrangement before
injection began; b) final image of test; c) zoomed in image showing narrow gas pathways. Width
of view ≈ 10 cm in a/b and ≈ 6 cm in c.

Test M4_45E shows significant results that do not correspond with the observations made
in test M4_48BF. A considerable number of fine gas-induced fractures have formed and
few of these have branched. It should be noted that Cuss et al. (2017a) observed
hydrofractures not being able to pass from the ball-milled Bowland Shale into the
kaolinite in the bullseye arrangement, a clear example of lithological bounding of
fractures. This is confirmed in the current test, with gas fractures becoming lithologically
bound and not able to reach breakthrough.

3.2

Kaolinite

3.2.1

Example individual fracture; Test M4_43L

Test M4_43L was carried out on a kaolinite paste, therefore having a slightly higher
moisture content than the pre-compacted disks (Table 3). Helium was injected into the
central port, there was no perforation in this test setup. Time-lapse photography was used
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in this test providing high resolution imagery. Figure 12 shows a zoom area to highlight
fracture growth during propagation, the image view is approximately 3 cm across.
a

b

c

d

e

f

Figure 12: Observations of Test M4_43L; a) photo of fracture initiation; b) propagation of
fracture; c) further propagation and branching; d) propagation and dilation of fracture; e) further
propagation and dilation; f) final fracture image. Width of view ≈ 3 cm.

Figure 12a shows the first image of gas entry into the kaolinite paste. As can be seen a
large, wide gas pathway formed. The edges of this pathway can be seen to be irregular
and could be described as rough. The schematic diagram in Figure 12b shows that in time
the gas pressure increased resulting in pathway dilation. The beginnings of smaller
pathways could be seen to be forming on the very left of the large pathway, these have
formed at the corners of the pathway in Figure 12a.
In Figure 12c these narrow pathways could be seen to have propagated significantly and
could now be described as branches off of the first pathway. As these narrower pathways
propagated they dilated. These pathways continue to dilate and propagate through the
remaining images in Figure 12. The walls of these pathways again have irregular and
rough edges. In Figure 12de the large extending pathway at the top of the original pathway
has small angular branches off the side, these look to be forming regularly along the
pathway and could be areas where branching may have occurred.
Test M4_43L shows significant results of fracture formation and growth in kaolinite. The
timings within Figure 12 indicate that the fracture formed in a period of over a minute.
Initial gas entry resulted in the formation of a broad triangular fracture. With continued
gas injection the internal fracture pressure was raised resulting in the formation of four
simultaneously propagating fractures. Each of these formed from weaknesses resultant
from the expansion of the triangular fracture. Therefore branching and fracture deviation
are likely to be caused by features created by the expansion/dilation of the fractures.
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3.2.2

Example individual fracture; Test M4_bbK

Test M4_bbK was carried out using a wet kaolinite paste (Table 3) and injecting helium
into the central filter. Figure 13a shows that at the start of injection no obvious fabric can
be seen in the paste. The initial pathways from gas injection are shown in Figure 13b. As
can be seen several separate pathways have formed simultaneously. The majority of these
were very narrow and linear, however towards the top right a larger, more open pathway
formed. These pathways had propagated significantly by the time of Figure 13c, 343
seconds after initial gas entry. Many of the individual pathways from Figure 13b had
joined and created several longer, connected pathways. At the junctions where pathways
had joined they had often changed direction. The majority of these changes in direction
are apparently at approximately 120˚. The wider pathway noted in Figure 13b had dilated
further and also propagated towards the edge of the sample. Many of the other fractures
had also dilated as propagation occurred. Figure 13d shows further propagation and
branching of the fracture network. The linked nature of the fracture network could be
described as being similar to dendritic mud cracks.

Figure 13: Fracture growth in Test M4_bbK; a) before injection; b) fracture initiation in narrow
pathways; c) propagation and dilation of fracture network; d) complex network of interacting
fractures. Width of view ≈ 11 cm.

Test M4_bbK shows significant results about the wider distribution of gas fractures in
kaolinite. The formed fracture network was well distributed in the kaolinite paste. Several
fractures were forming and propagating simultaneously throughout the test. Branching
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was seen to occur in a similar manner to that seen in test M4_43L, with branch fractures
forming at tears in the fracture wall as a result of pathway dilation.
3.2.3

Example individual fracture; Test M4_iiE

Test M4_iiE was an early test performed on a concentric bullseye arrangement of a
layered clay system with kaolinite as the central layer surrounded by ball-milled Bowland
Shale. The wet nature of the pastes meant that when a load was applied the original
bullseye arrangement was deformed (see Figure 15). Whilst the interface was not circular,
this test offers observations of fracture initiation and propagation in kaolinite.

a

b

c

d

e

f

Figure 14: Schematic diagrams from Test M4_iiE; a) fracture initiation; b) fracture growth and
fabric (dashed); c) further propagation and branching; d) propagation and dilation of pathway; e)
further propagation following fabric; and e) end image from test. Width of view ≈ 3 cm.

Figure 14 is an enlarged area (see Figure 15) of the kaolinite layer with a width of
approximately 3 cm. Test M4_iiE was carried out by injecting helium into the central
kaolinite paste. Figure 14a shows the first pathways formed when gas had entered the
kaolinite. The gas pathway (red) had formed into an irregular shape. Two curved branches
had formed at either end of the main fracture. The fractures could be considered to be
relatively wide compared to others noted in this study. Fabric is highlighted in this figure
using the black dashed lines. Figure 14b shows that the main pathway in red had
propagated in the same direction as the fabric. The pathway had also dilated and became
wider. The pathway in Figure 14b was again of an irregular and angular shape, as
observed in other kaolin pastes. As propagation continued in Figure 14c the fracture
began to branch into two separate pathways. Figure 14d shows that this branching had
occurred at an approximate angle of 120˚, however this is more difficult to interpret due
to the angular and irregular nature of the pathway walls.
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Figure 14de show that the branches had propagated significantly. The right hand branch
can be said to broadly following the local fabric in the kaolinite, again highlighted by the
black dashed line. Figure 14d shows the pathway seconds before it reached an area where
a change of fabric could be seen. Figure 14e shows that once it reached this junction the
direction of propagation changed once again. This change is at a sharper angle compared
to the branching of pathways. Figure 14f shows that the pathway again carried on
propagating along the line of the local fabric. Throughout Figure 14 the pathways can be
seen to dilate as propagation continues.

Figure 15: Final inverted image from Test M4_iiE showing fracture network in kaolinite paste.
Width of view ≈ 10 cm.

Figure 15 shows the last image obtained in the test, the blue box highlights the area used
in Figure 14. The pathways in this image have propagated throughout the kaolinite from
a central point, to the bottom left of the blue box. The pathways have propagated
throughout the kaolinite paste and can be said to be uniformly distributed throughout the
kaolinite, however the pathways have not passed from the kaolinite into the ball-milled
Bowland shale around the outer part, although the test did reach breakthrough. This shows
that the gas must have passed through the interface outside of the viewing window of the
apparatus.
Test M4_iiE shows significant results that demonstrate fabric plays a role in the
propagation of gas fractures. In previous tests branching was seen to occur at locations
where tears in the fracture wall appeared as the result of pathway dilation. As the fracture
walls moved it resulted in small fractures opening parallel to the direction of dilation.
This created branches. However, the direction of the branches was dictated by the preexisting fabric in the clay paste. Therefore it is expected that shale fabric (e.g., subtle
changes in lamination related to variations in mineralogy or grain-size) will play a role in
dictating the direction of fracture growth.
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4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS; FRACTURE VISUALISATION
(WATER)

This section shows all of the results for the tests carried out with the aim of studying
fracture initiation and growth with the injection of water. This closely simulates the
hydraulic fracturing process used to extract gas from shales (hydraulic fracturing at the
Preese Hall 1 well site used a fluid comprising predominantly mains water obtained
locally). A series of test arrangements were used for these tests as represented by Table
3. The majority of the tests in this section used the high speed camera described in Section
3. The high speed camera has a much lower resolution capture compared with the DSLR
used in the previous section.

4.1

Ball-milled Bowland Shale

4.1.1

Example individual fracture; Test M4_13B

Figure 16 shows four schematic diagrams which describe the initiation and growth of a
hydraulic fracture in a pre-compacted ball-milled Bowland Shale disk. Figure 16a shows
the perforation in the centre of the disk, this was placed directly above the central filter
of the FVR. The initial fracture can be seen to form from the centre of this perforation.
The fracture widened towards its tip which was also rounded. The fracture quickly
developed as shown in Figure 16b. In the images used the fractures had not fully formed
through the whole thickness of the sample. Only a feint outline of the fractures could be
seen in Figure 16b, this is highlighted by the dashed lines. The main propagation had
occurred from the tip of the fracture seen in Figure 16a. In Figure 16b and, more
obviously, in Figure 16c the fracture had propagated significantly. At two points the
fracture had changed direction by 90˚, turning back on itself towards the top of the image.
The fracture was relatively very wide towards the tip compared to the earlier developed
part of the fracture. The margins of the fracture were very smooth and the points at which
it changed direction were curved, this may be a reflection of a fabric within the ball-milled
Bowland Shale disk which cannot be seen using the high speed camera. Figure 16bc also
show that a secondary fracture system formed towards the right hand side of the sample.
It is not clear how the injected water had reached this area of the sample as no obvious
pathways can be seen, it can be presumed that a secondary fracture system has formed,
most of which did not penetrate through the complete thickness of the sample.
Figure 16d shows the final image of the hydraulic fracture which had formed in the ballmilled Bowland Shale sample. The fracture thickness was inconsistent along its length;
there were areas where it was relatively wide but also narrow, for example after the first
90˚ turn and also towards the fracture tip. Towards the fracture tip a small branched
pathway had also formed. This fracture system shows that the fracture was forming where
it was easiest and not necessarily the shortest way out. The time taken for this fracture to
form took less than 2 seconds. This highlights a major difference between gas pathway
formation and hydraulic fracturing; with gas induced fractures, fracture development took
longer, at 8.244 seconds.
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Figure 16: Schematic diagrams of Test M4_13B; a) fracture initiation at the perforation; b)
fracture propagation and new fractures; c) connection of fractures and widening; d) propagation
of fracture. Width of view ≈ 11 cm.

Figure 17: Final image from Test M4_13B, an extensive and wide hydraulic fracture can be seen
with evidence of erosion within the fracture. Width of view ≈ 11 cm.

Figure 17 shows an image taken around the time of Figure 16c. This image shows that
within the fracture a large amount of erosion of the fracture walls occurred. The dark
matter within the fracture is ball-milled Bowland Shale flowing along the fracture, this
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has been eroded from the walls of the fracture, and this may explain the smoother sided
fractures that were developed.
Test M4_13B shows significant results about the formation and growth of hydraulic
fractures in ball-milled Bowland Shale. Comparable observations can be made between
the fracturing using water and gas as the injection medium. The hydrofractures formed
perpendicular to the injection slot and changes direction as well as branched. More than
one fracture developed simultaneously. Continued growth resulted in break-through in
less than two seconds, demonstrating that hydrofracture development is quicker than gas
fracture. Considerable erosion of the fracture was evident, especially following
breakthrough.
4.1.2

Example individual fracture; Test M4_41B

Test M4_41B was carried out on a ball-milled Bowland Shale paste as described in Table
3. Water was injected into the centre of the paste through the central injection point, as
Figure 18 shows no central perforation was cut into the paste. The Nikon D3100 camera
was used in a time-lapse every 3 seconds. The diagrams in Figure 18 were taken one after
another, meaning this whole fracture system formed in approximately 6 seconds.
a

b

Figure 18: Schematic diagrams of fracture growth in Test M4_34BP; a) complex fracture network
showing clear branching; b) main fracture forms in red resulting in sealing of other fractures.
Width of view ≈ 11 cm.
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Figure 18a shows the first visible pathways to form in the ball-milled Bowland Shale
paste, as could be seen several fractures had initiated at the same time. Schematic
diagrams are used in this figure to highlight the fracture formation. The uppermost
pathway had formed into three branches, all of which were oriented at approximately 120˚
to each other. However, there was also a small branch at 90˚ to the left side of this
pathway. The central, relatively large pathway had also branched, again at approximately
120˚ relative to the previously formed fractures. These two pathways were relatively
wide. It must be noted that due to the time lapse being taken every 3 seconds we may not
have observed the initiation of fracturing, therefore we can assume that these pathways
have dilated as injection continued. The subordinate pathways in Figure 18a are of
irregular shape, but it could be argued that the curved pathway had also branched at 120˚.
Figure 18b is the next photo in the time-lapse series and the network of pathways had
changed significantly. The pathway in red had become the dominant pathway and split
into two separate areas. However it is reasonable to assume that these pathways were
connected but the pathway had not broken the top surface of the paste. This assumption
is reasonable as the other pathways in this figure had begun to seal, meaning water was
able to escape along the red pathway. Subsequently this would reduce the pressure in the
pathway and non-conductive pathways would seal.
Test M4_34BP shows comparable results to M4_13B and also compares well with
observations made during gas injection. A network of hydraulic fractures were formed,
that branched and developed simultaneously until breakthrough was achieved.

4.2

Kaolinite

4.2.1

Example individual fracture; Test M4_09K

Figure 19 shows the results of injecting water into a thin pre-compacted kaolinite sample.
Water was injected through a quartz filled perforation which was cut into the sample
directly above the central filter. This test was recorded using the high speed camera and
as a result the images are of a lower resolution, hence schematic diagrams are presented
to clearly show fracture development.
Initially the slot cut to represent a perforation was pressurised (Figure 19a). The dashed
line in Figure 19b shows the first trace of a hydrofracture forming. As only a trace can be
seen from above it is likely that a narrow pathway had formed beneath the top surface of
the kaolinite. The fracture propagated out from the right hand side of the perforation and
propagated diagonally towards the lower right of the view before turning 90˚ to the right
and then diverting once more to the right at a shallower angle.
Figure 19c shows that the fracture had now become more significant and was more
visible. The fracture pathways had however altered, it no longer was towards the centre
of the lower part of the image. This suggests that the end of the original fracture had
sealed and the fracture had found an alternative route to propagate that required less
pressure to develop. The width of the fracture had also increased towards the tip. Figure
19d shows the further development of the fracture, the width had now increased along the
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whole length of the fracture. This fracture reached the edge of the apparatus and pressure
was relieved in the system as breakthrough occurred.
Test M4_09K clearly showed how hydrofractures occurred in kaolinite. The formation of
a fracture occurred from the corner of the injection slot and started to propagate. The
single fracture deviated and developed, but did not branch as seen in other tests.
a

b

c

d

Figure 19: Summary diagrams of Test M4_09K; a) perforation in centre of test; b) fracture
initiation but not through whole thickness; c) fracture propagation; d) fracture widening. Width
of view ≈ 11 cm.

4.2.2

Example individual fracture; Test M4_10K

Figure 20 shows the results of water injection into a pre-compacted disk of kaolinite. The
images and schematic diagrams in this figure show the initial fracture formation and
propagation. This figure represents an approximately 3 cm wide view of the full sample
view shown in Figure 21.
Figure 20a shows the pre-compacted disk of kaolinite with no obvious fabric apparent
within the sample. Initial gas entry can be seen in Figure 20b. An irregular shaped
pathway had formed. As water was continuously injected the fracture propagated. The
irregular shaped fracture dilated in Figure 20c and a small branched pathway had formed.
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The branched pathway had propagated a small distance downwards and then diverted at
a right angle and formed a curved pathway to the left.
Figure 20c shows that this new branched fracture had then branched itself, whilst also
dilating. A complex network of branched fractures had begun to form. A separate fracture
system had now begun to form to the lower left of the original fracture network. This
separate fracture system had started to become the dominant fracture in Figure 20e. The
original fracture system had propagated a limited amount. The new fracture system had
branched into two main fractures, both of which were propagating simultaneously
towards the lower part of the image. Figure 20f shows that the left hand side of this new
fracture system had become dominant and propagated significantly. This fracture became
the main feature and extended towards the edge of the apparatus as shown in Figure 21.
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Figure 20: Schematic diagrams of Test M4_10K; a) start of test; b) fracture initiation; c)
propagation and branching; d) complex propagation; e) widening and propagation of fracture; f)
final image. Width of view ≈ 2.5 cm.

The rapid development of these hydrofractures must be highlighted, in this case a
complex fracture had formed in under 1 second. The branching seen in this figure is quite
different from that observed in any other tests in the experimental programme. Branching
had predominantly occurred at approximately 120˚. However in this test we cannot
identify a pattern of branching. The whole hydraulic fracture system could be described
as similar in style to en echelon fracturing, in the way that the branched fractures have
propagated in a right-left direction towards the lower left part of the image. This was until
the main fracture became dominant, which may have exploited an unidentified fabric in
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the kaolinite disk or the pressure within the fracture had overcome the tensile strength of
the kaolinite.
Test M4_10K showed significant results of hydrofracture growth in kaolinite. A series of
fractures similar in style to en echelon fractures formed, until three hydrofractures
developed. One of these became dominant and propagated to the outside of the sample
and reached breakthrough. The dilatant fractures that formed appeared to develop
distinctly different to other tests, with a lack of branching during the rapid hydraulic
fracture development.

Figure 21: Final image from Test M4_10K. Hydraulic fracture network as described in Figure 14
and main hydraulic fracture propagating to bottom of image. Note: the black band in the image is
an artefact of the camera. Width of view ≈ 11 cm.

4.3

Influence of a pre-existing fabric

As this experimental study evolved it became apparent that in some cases the sample
preparation techniques were forming a fabric within the paste samples. This was one of
the reasons it was decided to adopt pre-compacted disks. However the influence of fabric
on fracture propagation was still an important observation as shales and clays can often
exhibit strong fabrics when in situ (e.g., the development of lamination or preferential
alignment of constituent minerals in response to the development of discontinuities). This
section uses images from the earlier tests injecting gas into as we used the higher
resolution camera, meaning the clay fabric was easier to identify.
4.3.1

Example influence of fabric: Test M4_44L

Test M4_44L shows the results of injecting gas into a layered kaolinite/ball-milled
Bowland Shale system. Figure 22 is a detailed image from time-lapse photography
showing a view approximately 3 cm across. The images have been inverted in Adobe
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Lightroom to highlight the fabric, hence kaolinite is the darker coloured layer. This was
an early test performed using two pastes, as shown in Table 3. The boundary between the
ball-milled Bowland Shale and kaolinite can be seen in Figure 22a. The irregular shape
of this boundary was one of the reasons pre-compacted samples were adopted.
Figure 22 shows a significant amount of texture within the kaolinite, this is highlighted
by the dashed lines in the schematic diagrams. This fabric is likely to have been
introduced into the paste when it was first loaded before gas injection started. The loading
deformed and spread the paste, resulting in a clear fabric.

a

b

c

d
Figure 22: Summary of Test M4_44L; a) pre-injection showing clear fabric in kaolinite; b)
fracture initiation; c) propagation and growth along fabric; d) further propagation along existing
fabric. Width of view ≈ 3 cm.
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Figure 22b shows the first pathway forming within the paste. Gas entry had occurred from
beneath a pre-existing fabric line, but the initial fracture cut this fabric perpendicularly.
Figure 22c shows the propagation and dilation of this pathway. The fracture propagated
upwards between two dashed lines which highlight the local fabric developed in the
kaolinite disk, therefore it can be assumed that the pathway was propagating in a direction
influenced by the pre-existing fabric. Figure 22d again highlights propagation along a
pre-existing fabric. The pathway turned towards the right, almost parallel with the
boundary between the kaolinite and ball-milled Bowland Shale above. The dashed lines
in Figure 22d again shows that the fabric in this area was parallel to the direction of
propagation.
It must be noted that the boundary between the kaolinite and ball-milled Bowland Shale
may have also had an influence on the direction of propagation. For a more detailed
analysis on the effect that boundaries such as bedding have on fracture propagation please
refer to Cuss et al. (2017a).
Test M4_44L shows significant results of the influence fabric has on fracture propagation.
The initial fracture was seen to form across fabric, but following this, started to follow a
clear feature that was developed in the kaolinite. As the fracture approached the
kaolinite/ball-milled Bowland Shale interface it was deviated to the right and tracked
fabric. Whilst the deviation may have been the result of the interface, there is a clear role
being played by the fabric of the prepared clay sample.
4.3.2

Example influence of fabric: Test M4_05K

Figure 23 summarises the results of a test carried out on a pre-compacted kaolinite disk.
This was one of the first tests carried out in the experimental programme using precompacted disks, where the sample preparation method was still being developed. When
placing the kaolinite paste into the sample press the paste was not spread evenly, therefore
when pressed the kaolinite spread to form a fabric in the sample. The high speed camera
was used for this test as water was being injected. As a result the resolution of the images
are not high, meaning schematic diagrams have been presented.
The dotted lines in Figure 23a show the material fabric, this image is taken before
hydraulic fracture has taken place. The red box shows the space where the quartz-filled
perforation (which simulated a fracture within the sample) was placed in the centre of the
sample.
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Figure 23: Schematic diagrams showing fabric influence in Test M4_05K; a) pre-existing fabric
shown by dashed lines; b) fracture propagation and interaction with the fabric. Width of view ≈
11 cm.

Figure 23b shows the hydraulic fracture in red. The fracture had propagated from the
upper left corner of the perforation. Propagation of the fracture had resulted in the fracture
interacting with the pre-existing fabric. At this point the fracture diverted at almost 90˚ to
the left and propagates parallel to the fabric. From this point onwards the fracture
propagated along the fabric. At the point where the fabric had branched towards the edge
of the apparatus the hydraulic fracture did likewise.
Test M4_05K clearly demonstrates the influence of fabric on the propagation of hydraulic
fractures. A clear feature can be identified in the clay that resulted in the deviation and
offset of a propagating fracture. Therefore it has been demonstrated that fabric plays a
role in both the propagation of gas and water fractures.

4.4

Collapse/sealing of fractures

This study has so far focussed on the initial growth and propagation of fractures. Using
the FVR fractures can propagate to the edge of the apparatus and reach breakthrough; at
this point fracture pressure will drop. The following observations indicate how fractures
may behave as pressure is relieved in both kaolinite and ball-milled Bowland Shale.
4.4.1

Example of collapse/sealing: Test M4_15B

Figure 24 shows the growth and subsequent sealing of a fracture network in ball-milled
Bowland Shale. In this test water was injected into the central filter and directly into the
ball-milled Bowland Shale paste. The photos are taken using the high speed camera,
meaning the photos are all taken at a rate of 1000 frames per second. The photo in Figure
24a shows the left hand side of the sample in order to focus on the fracture initiation and
propagation.
Figure 24b shows the initial fracture which had propagated from the edge of the central
filter. The fracture propagated towards the left and the aperture was relatively wide at this
early stage. This same fracture can be seen more obviously in Figure 24c, the fracture had
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propagated to the left and had also branched upwards at approximately 90˚. A second
fracture had also developed above the first fracture, the second one had also branched at
90˚.
These two fractures are shown to join in Figure 24d. The initial fracture had continued to
propagate and branch towards the bottom right of the image. On the image an impression
of the forming fractures could also be seen, this is highlighted by the dashed line. These
dashed lines had formed into the main part of the fracture in Figure 24e. Propagation and
dilation continued in the main fracture. The final image shows that one large fracture had
formed. The pathways which were propagating towards the bottom right of the image had
sealed and can no longer be seen. The main direction of propagation was seen to be
towards the left of the image. The fracture had also dilated and propagated towards the
top fracture which was forming in Figure 24e.
Test M4_15B shows clear evidence of the self-sealing and closure of hydraulic fractures
in ball-milled Bowland Shale. As the propagating fracture network developed and
branched, certain parts of the network become unstable and were by-passed, resulting in
the relief of pressure and the elastic rebound of the clay fabric surrounding the pathway.
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b

c

d

e

f

Figure 24: Schematic diagrams showing evolution of Test M4_15B; a) start of test; b) fracture
initiation; c) propagation and growth of secondary system; d) propagation of fractures; e) further
branching; f) sealing of fractures. Width of view ≈ 7 cm.

4.4.2

Example of collapse/sealing: Test M4_21BF

Test M4_21BF was constructed from a pre-compacted disks of ball-milled Bowland
Shale. Into this, 20 mm long simulated fractures were cut and filled with quartz. As shown
in Figure 25, the 1 mm thick, quartz-filled slots showed some signs of closure and
movement when normal load was placed upon the sample. Figure 25 shows the image
achieved using high-speed photography, with the interpretation of the final image (Figure
25c). Figure 26 shows the interpretation of 15 images that show how the hydrofracture
population developed during the experiment.
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Figure 25: Dashed fracture arrangement in ball-milled Bowland Shale; test M4_21BF. End image
with interpretation. Width of view ≈ 11 cm.

Initially, the slot cut to simulate a perforation was pressurised (1). No compression of the
ball-milled Bowland Shale was noted. The hydrofracture began to grow from the corner
of the injection slot (2) along the trend of the slot direction. This point is likely to be a
stress concentrator. As the fracture propagated it began to deviate and changed direction
by 90º, and headed towards one of the pre-existing fractures (3). Once the fracture reached
this fracture slot (4), it pressurised the entire length of it. The slot was seen to grow
slightly, with the clay surrounding it contracting. As the fracture pressurised, the original
hydrofracture forming a new branch feature (5). As this grew, a new hydrofracture formed
from near where the original hydrofracture intercepted the pre-existing fracture (6). This
new hydrofracture emanating from the pre-existing fracture soon closed as the branch
structure continued to grow (7). As this fracture grew (8), it propagated between the
simulated fracture network.
As the hydrofracture continued to grow (9), the fracture that connected to the pre-existing
fracture (see 4) closed and therefore the simulated fracture was no longer being
pressurised. This indicates an ability for self-sealing in the ball-milled Bowland Shale
material. The fracture development in 10 – 15 is of note as it did not follow trends
previously observed. It is assumed that break-through occurred at (10), this resulted in
the loss of pressure in the fracture, which resulted in fracture closure. This partially reopened (11) with a much broader fracture. A secondary open/closing event then followed.
The fracture partially opened in (12), then closed (13), and finally re-opened (14),
becoming fully open and conductive (15).
Test M4_21BF showed significant features relating to the stability and closure of
propagating hydrofractures. The test showed that pre-existing fractures can become
pressurised by hydraulic fractures and form new hydraulic fractures from the existing
features. Hydrofractures in ball-milled Bowland Shale are narrow and may not be fully
open along their entire length. As pressure is relieved, the fractures closed, and the same
fractures re-opened on further pressurization. This shows that ball-milled Bowland Shale
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has an effective self-sealing mechanism and that when pressure reduces within fractures,
the elastic properties of the crushed shale walls results in closure. This demonstrates the
importance of proppant use, as the fractures in ball-milled Bowland Shale will close on
reduction of stimulation pore-pressure.

Figure 26: Interpretation of fracture growth in a dashed fracture arrangement in ball-milled
Bowland Shale; test M4_21BF.
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4.4.3

Example of collapse/sealing: Test M4_40K

Test M4_40K was carried out on a wet kaolinite paste using helium as the injection gas.
Time-lapse photos were taken every 3 seconds as the slower nature of gas pathway growth
meant a higher resolution camera could be used. Test M4_40K took place over several
minutes as shown by the times in Figure 27.
a

351 secs

b

852 secs

c

1071 secs

Figure 27: Evidence of sealing in Test M4_40K; a) complex fracture network has formed; b)
propagation of pathways and dilation has occurred; c) sealing of a pathway at the top of the image,
highlighted by red circle. Width of view ≈ 10 cm.

The image in Figure 27a was taken several minutes after gas had entered the kaolinite
paste. An extensive network of interlinked pathways had formed. The width of these
pathways varied significantly, with some up to a centimetre wide. The texture within the
pathways was also different as in some instances that aperture was still filled with
kaolinite, this may be due to the wet nature of the paste. Many branches had formed from
the wider sections of the fractures.
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Figure 27b shows the continuation of pathway propagation. A large fracture had
propagated in the bottom left of the image, this was of a curved nature. Many of the
pathways had dilated as they propagated, resulting in wider fracture apertures. Figure 27b
also shows a fracture propagating from the middle of the top section of the image towards
the lower part. This is of note in Figure 27c as it had now sealed, as shown by the red
circle. This had probably occurred in response to the fractures on the right hand side
having reached the edge of the apparatus, reducing fracture pressure in the remaining
fractures.
Test M4_40K showed clear sealing of a fracture following the relief of gas pressure in
the fracture network. Following breakthrough an individual fracture closed enough that
its previous trace was no longer apparent. This was as a result of elastic rebound of the
fracture wall effectively closing the feature. This demonstrates the self-sealing capacity
of kaolinite. If similar processes were active in situ, then these results demonstrate the
necessity for using proppant during unconventional hydrocarbon exploitation in order to
keep fractures open during production.
4.4.4

Example of collapse/sealing: Test M4_36K2

Test M4_36K2 was carried out by injecting water into a pre-compacted kaolinite sample.
Figure 28 shows the development of a hydraulic fracture and the subsequent closure. As
this test was carried out using the high-speed camera it was chosen to present the images
by using schematic diagrams. The images used for this figure have been focussed towards
the fracture, hence the scale of the diagram is approximately 4 cm across.

Figure 28: Evidence of sealing in test M4_36K2; a) initial fracture growth; b) pathways reduce
in width and size after pathway reaches edge; c) comparison of fracture area before and after
pressure relief. Width of view ≈ 4 cm.

Figure 28a shows the hydraulic fracture which had formed at the edge of the precompacted kaolinite sample. The area of the fracture is highlighted in red. As can be seen,
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the fracture had formed in several separate areas which were not visibly connected,
however it is likely these pathways were connected beneath the surface of the clay. The
fracture had an irregular morphology, with many curved edges.
Figure 28b shows the fracture approximately 2 seconds later. In between these two photos
the fracture network had reached the edge of the apparatus, reducing gas pressure,
allowing gas to escape. This resulted in closure and sealing of the fracture network. The
size of the fracture had reduced and it had also divided into many discrete features that
may be connected beneath the surface of the clay. The observation that all of these
features had reduced in size indicates that the separate areas of the fracture must have
been interconnected as the pressure must have reduced in them concurrently for sealing
to occur.
Figure 28c shows the two fracture areas overlapped, this highlights the amount of closure
that has being described. The feature at the top of the network has generally reduced in
area by the most whereas the lowermost, horizontally-oriented, fracture has not markedly
reduced in size. This suggests that the horizontal fracture has propagated towards the edge
of the apparatus and therefore become the dominant pathway for water to escape, whereas
the upper feature was a dead-end fracture which terminated within the prepared sample.
Test M4_36K2 shows significant results of fracture closure following pressure relief. The
injection of water into a kaolinite sample had resulted in the formation of a network of
fractures. At breakthrough the pressure was relieved in the network and part of the
network closed, whilst other areas remained open and conductive. Therefore pressure
relief results in the closure of non-conductive hydrofractures, whilst conductive pathways
remain open.
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5

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS; CUBIC PRE-COMPACTED
SAMPLES

This section describes all of the experimental results achieved for hydraulic fracturing of
cubic pre-compacted clay samples.

5.1

Hydraulic fracturing of pre-compacted cubic samples

A total of four tests were conducted on cubic samples of pre-compacted clay samples.
Whilst the Fracture Visualisation Rig (FVR) allows direct observation of hydrofracture,
it is a constrained, thin (2D) sample. In order to up-scale results it was necessary to
perform experiments on cubic samples to observe the final results of hydrofracturing in a
three-dimensional volume. These results could then be compared with the direct
observation achieved in the FVR. The cubic samples were prepared to a dimension of 60
± 0.1 × 60 ± 0.1 × 52 ± 2 mm.
5.1.1

Hydraulic fracturing of pre-compacted kaolinite

5.1.1.1 Test M4_26K3
Test M4_26K3 was constructed from a pre-compacted cube of kaolinite and was preloaded at 1.5 MPa vertical stress. The sample was loaded into the Direct Shear Rig and
was loaded to 5.3 MPa normal stress. Water was pumped into the sample through the
sealed injection bore at a rate of 500 ml/h, which was sufficient to increase pore pressure
at a reasonable rate1. The sample hydrofractured at a pore pressure of about 20-25 MPa,
however the pump failed to record the maximum pressure. On failure, the development
of the hydrofracture was audible, as energy was released in the apparatus. Following
hydrofracture the sample could not sustain any pore pressure.
The sample was removed and photographed, as shown in Figure 29. The sample had
clearly hydrofractured. The hydrofractures shown in Figure 29a are clear and resulted in
the blow-out of the bottom of the sample. The hydrofractures in Figure 29bc are less clear,
but more numerous. These very fine hydrofractures were oriented generally horizontally,
with a limited number of vertical fractures. All were very fine and some showed evidence
of closure.
Test M4_26K3 showed unexpected results. Theory would state that hydrofractures form
in the direction of the maximum stress trajectory, which in the K0 test geometry2 would
be vertical. Almost all hydrofractures noted were horizontal and not vertical, suggesting
that fractures had grown in the direction of the minimum stress trajectory.

1

a pressurisation rate sufficient to result in hydraulic fracture within 10 minutes
vertical stress imposed by a hydraulic ram, with horizontal stress created by the Poisson’s effect with the
sample held laterally. Horizontal stress in this geometry would always be less than vertical stress
2
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a

b

c
Figure 29: Observation of hydrofracture in cubic samples of pre-compacted kaolinite; test
M4_26KS; a) hydrofracture resulting in blow-out; b) hydrofracture and fine features; c) broken
block of sample to observe hydrofractures.
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a

b

c
Figure 30: Observation of hydrofracture in cubic samples of pre-compacted kaolinite; test
M4_27KS; a) hydrofracture observed on the outside of the sample; b) hydrofractures observed
within the sample; c) hydrofractures observed within the sample.

5.1.1.2 Test M4_27K3
Test M4_27K3 was constructed from a pre-compacted cube of kaolinite and was preloaded at 1.5 MPa vertical stress. The sample was loaded into the Direct Shear Rig and
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was loaded to 5.3 MPa normal stress. Water was pumped into the sample through the
sealed injection bore at a rate of 500 ml/h, which was sufficient to increase pore pressure
at a reasonable amount. The sample hydrofractured at a pore pressure of about 25.9 MPa;
this gave a hydraulic fracture pressure of 24.4 MPa. As with test M4_26K3, the
hydrofracturing was audible and the sample could no longer sustain pore pressure, even
at high flow rates.
The sample was removed and photographed, as shown in Figure 30. The sample had
clearly hydrofractured, as shown in Figure 30a. This feature could be clearly seen in sawcut section of the sample following vacuum-impregnation (Figure 30bc). However, the
origin of the fracture from the injection bore was not apparent. This indicates that
hydrofractures in kaolinite are very fine and the self-sealing potential of the clay causes
them to close when pore pressure is relieved.
Several fine features were noted (dashed lines Figure 30a), although these may have an
origin related to the compaction process used to generate the sample. The dashed features
that are parallel with the observed hydrofracture are likely to be hydrofractures. As seen
in Figure 30bc other smaller hydrofracture features are picked out by the blue-stained
resin.
Test M4_27K3 showed consistent results with test M4_26K3 with hydrofractures
forming in the horizontal direction in the direction of the minimum stress trajectory. The
hydraulic fracture pressure was measured at about 24 MPa, which is significantly greater
than seen in the Fracture Visualisation Rig tests.
5.1.2

Hydraulic fracturing of pre-compacted ball-milled Bowland Shale

5.1.2.1 Test M4_28B3
Test M4_28B3 was constructed from a pre-compacted cube of ball-milled Bowland Shale
and was pre-loaded at 1.5 MPa vertical stress. The sample was loaded into the Direct
Shear Rig and was loaded to 5.3 MPa normal stress. Water was pumped into the sample
through the sealed injection bore at a rate of 200 ml/h, which was sufficient to increase
pore pressure at a reasonable amount.
The injection pore pressure reached the pressure limit of the injection pump. As a result,
the pump was swapped for a pump with a higher rating and injection was restarted. This
pump too reached its pressure rating and the sample held 51.7 MPa pore pressure. Several
procedures were attempted to initiate hydrofracture, including reducing the pore pressure
to 1 MPa and rapidly increasing to 51.7 MPa, lowering normal stress, and leaving the test
overnight at constant pressure to ascertain whether hydrofracturing was time dependent.
None of these actions resulted in hydrofracture. Therefore hydraulic fracture pressure
must be in excess of 46.4 MPa.
The test was abandoned and normal stress was taken off of the sample and the sample
was extracted from the apparatus. On unloading, the residual pressure in the sealed
injection bore resulted in hydrofracture, as shown in Figure 31. The shear box
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arrangement would not be able to hold a pore pressure of 51.7 MPa in a fractured sample
and these fractures can have only formed during de-pressurisation. As a result, a network
of fractures were formed, all in the horizontal plane, perpendicular to the maximum stress
trajectory. However, if the fractures formed after vertical stress was released, it is possible
that this direction was the maximum stress trajectory.
Test M4_28B3 held significant pore pressure, greatly in excess of that which resulted in
hydrofracture in the Fracture Visualisation Rig. Hydrofracture did not occur until normal
stress was removed from the sample, and this resulted in the formation of horizontal
fractures.

a

b
Figure 31: Observation of hydrofracture in cubic samples of pre-compacted ball-milled Bowland
Shale; test M4_28BS.

5.1.2.2 Test M4_29BS
Test M4_29B3 was constructed from a pre-compacted cube of ball-milled Bowland Shale
and was pre-loaded at 1.5 MPa vertical stress. The sample was loaded into the Direct
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Shear Rig and was loaded to 1.5 MPa normal stress. Water was pumped into the sample
through the sealed injection bore at a rate of 200 ml/h, which was sufficient to increase
pore pressure at a reasonable rate.
The injection pore pressure reached the pressure limit of the injection pump, 51.7 MPa.
As with test M4_28BS several procedures were attempted to initiate hydrofracturing,
including multiple pressure cycling and holding for a prolonged period (overnight) at
maximum pore pressure. However, the sample did not hydrofracture and held the
maximum pore pressure. Therefore hydraulic fracture pressure must be in excess of 50.2
MPa.
The test was abandoned and normal stress was taken off of the sample and the sample
was extracted from the apparatus. As with test M4_28B3, on unloading the residual
pressure in the sealed injection bore resulted in hydrofracture, as shown in Figure 32. This
resulted in the formation of hydrofractures in the horizontal plane, perpendicular to the
loading direction.

a

b

Figure 32: Observation of hydrofracture in cubic samples of pre-compacted ball-milled Bowland
Shale; test M4_29BS.

Test M4_28B3 held significant pore pressure, greatly in excess of that that resulted in
hydrofracture in the Fracture Visualisation Rig. The test suggests a hydraulic fracture
pressure in excess of 50.2 MPa. Hydrofracture did not occur until normal stress was
removed from the sample, and this resulted in the formation of horizontal fractures.
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6

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS;
BOWLAND SHALE

HYDROFRACTURE

OF

In order to confirm the results seen in pre-compacted samples of clay, it was necessary to
perform hydraulic fracture tests in streambed-derived samples of Bowland Shale.
Samples were obtained from streambeds as they would likely have been subject to less
alteration by modern weathering processes as they would have been submerged for
prolonged periods of time. Two tests were conducted.

6.1

Hydraulic fracturing of Bowland Shale

6.1.1

Test M4_37HF

Test M4_37HF was constructed from a cylindrical core of stream-bed derived Bowland
Shale. The sample was prepared with a 60 mm diameter and 50 mm height. The sample
was loaded into the Direct Shear Rig and was loaded to 1.5 MPa normal stress. Water
was pumped into the sample through the sealed injection bore at a rate of 200 ml/h.
Pressure increase in the sample was not as rapid as seen in the cubic samples, suggesting
that fluid was flowing into the rock. The sample hydrofractured at a pore pressure of 10.2
MPa, giving a hydraulic fracture pressure of 8.7 MPa and the sample could not sustain
pore pressure. On extraction of the sample there was no immediate evidence that the
sample had hydrofractured, neither was there evidence of leakage along the top surface
of the sample as the mastic was still well sealed between the sample and the thrust block.
A chemical/sulphurous odour was noted from the sample, indicating that hydrocarbons
had been released by hydraulic fracturing.

Figure 33: Hydraulic fracturing in Bowland Shale; test M4_37HF.

The sample was photographed and during exposure to the air began to dry. As it did so,
a fracture network was apparent, as shown in Figure 33. This showed the conductive
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fracture network that had formed in the sample. Two distinct sets of features were noted.
The first were traces along bedding. The sample was cored at a slight angle to bedding;
lamination of the sample could also be slightly inclined. This family of fractures are
inferred to be bedding plane splits. The second set of fractures were sub-vertical and
linked the horizontal fractures, these appeared finer.
Test M4_37HF shows that samples of Bowland Shale can be hydrofractured in the
laboratory under realistic confined conditions in order to determine the hydraulic fracture
pressure. The sample failed at a pressure of 8.7 MPa, with the formation of bedding-plane
splits and interconnecting fractures. The observed odour of hydrocarbons at the end of
the tests indicates that the hydraulic fracture process can liberate the gas from the shale.
6.1.2

Test M4_38HF

Test M4_38HF was constructed from a cylindrical core of stream-bed derived Bowland
Shale; note, from the same block as test M4_38HF. The sample was prepared with a 60
mm diameter and 50 mm height. The sample was loaded into the Direct Shear Rig and
was loaded to 1.5 MPa normal stress. Water was pumped into the sample through the
sealed injection bore at a rate of 200 ml/h.
Pressure increase in the sample at a similar rate to that seen in the pre-compacted samples,
suggesting that water was not flowing into the sample. The injection pore pressure
reached the pressure limit of the injection pump, 51.7 MPa. Efforts were made to initiate
hydrofracture, however, failure was not initiated and the high pressure was sustained over
prolonged periods. Therefore hydraulic fracture pressure must be in excess of 50.2 MPa.
The test was abandoned and normal stress was taken off of the sample and the sample
was extracted from the apparatus. As shown in Figure 34, even after air drying, no
hydraulic fractures were apparent.
The results from test M4_38HF greatly contradict those of M4_37HF, but hypotheses can
be suggested to account for this. The sample showed that the hydraulic fracture pressure
was in excess of 50.2 MPa, five times greater than in test M4_37HF. No conductive
fractures were evident at the end of the test, and the sample appeared to be a homogenous
shale. It is therefore suggested that sample M4_37HF included pre-existing
discontinuities (including natural depositional bedding) that were exploited by the
hydraulic fractures, whereas M4_38HF was a clean sample of Bowland Shale with an
absence of bedding weaknesses. This would be the case for pre-compacted samples,
which also showed very high hydraulic fracture pressures, in some cases exceeding 50.2
MPa. This demonstrates that rock fabric and pre-existing heterogeneities/weaknesses are
vital in order to hydrofracture the rock. As the two samples were manufactured from the
same block of material, this also shows the natural heterogeneity of the Bowland Shale,
even over short distances of the outcrop/sub-seismic scale.
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Figure 34: Hydraulic fracturing in Bowland Shale; test M4_38HF.
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DISCUSSION

7

This report has described the results of an extensive experimental programme aimed at
visualising the initiation and propagation of fractures in clay and shale-derived materials.
A number of important questions were identified by this study:






How do fractures initiate and propagate when injecting gas?
How do fractures initiate and propagate when injecting water?
What factors can influence fracture propagation?
Do fractures close or seal after propagation?
At what pressure does hydrofracture occur?

For a more detailed discussion on the implications of these results on the understanding
of the development of hydraulic fractures in an exploration/production setting, see Cuss
et al. (2017b).

7.1

How do fractures initiate and propagate when injecting gas?

The main results from the injection of gas into clay samples are described in Section 3.
All of the experiments carried out in this study used helium as the injection gas, as shown
by Table 2. Gas was injected into kaolinite and ball-milled Bowland Shale samples in the
form of pastes and pre-compacted disks. The injection of gas into these samples is
designed to initiate hydraulic fractures and give information regarding fracture initiation
and propagation in clay-rich media.
Figure 10 shows the growth of a gas pathway in a pre-compacted ball-milled Bowland
Shale sample with emplaced fractures. The fracture initiated as a very narrow pathway
from the corner of the central perforation, a site expected to be a stress concentration. The
fracture propagated towards the edge of the apparatus in under a minute. Only one main
pathway was observed, however it branched to form a more complex network of
pathways twice; both branches formed at 120˚ relative to the initial fracture. Branching
is likely to be controlled by physical properties of the clay at the fracture tip and the
mechanism of fluid pressure. The test also showed that more than one branch continued
to grow simultaneously. Fracture branching at 120˚ is reminiscent of naturally occurring
syneresis features in mudstones.
Figure 11 shows gas flowing in ball-milled Bowland Shale in a concentric bullseye
sample arrangement and showed different features to the previous test. Instead of forming
an obvious fracture network, a considerable number of fine gas fractures formed and few
of these branched. It should be noted that Cuss et al. (2017a) observed hydrofractures not
being able to pass from the ball-milled Bowland Shale into the kaolinite in the bullseye
arrangement, a clear indication of lithological bounding of fractures. This was confirmed
in the current test, with gas fractures becoming lithologically bound, and not able to reach
breakthrough. Ball-milled Bowland Shale could not dilate sufficiently in order to form a
fracture. The gas in this test seems to have exploited the surface pre-existing fabric of the
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ball-milled Bowland Shale which was not visible prior to the commencement of the
experiment.
There are significant differences in the way that gas pathways initiate and propagate in
the kaolinite samples when compared to the ball-milled Bowland Shale.
Figure 12 shows the initial stages of growth of an individual pathway in a kaolinite paste.
The initial pathway aperture was relatively wide, especially when compared to the very
narrow ball-milled Bowland Shale gas pathways. As gas pressure increased throughout
this timeline of photos several branches formed off of the initial pathway. These branches
were at less regular angles compared to the ball-milled Bowland Shale. Furthermore, the
interface of the pathways and void was irregular and angular. This is in contrast to the
pathways in the ball-milled Bowland Shale, which were relatively narrow and curved in
part. This is likely to be in response to variations in the mechanical properties of the
kaolinite and ball-milled Bowland Shale. Table 2 shows that the ball-milled Bowland
Shale is high in carbonate content and relatively low in clay minerals, this may indicate
that the ball-milled Bowland Shale is more difficult to deform (less compressible).
Figure 13 also shows the growth of an individual gas pathways in kaolinite. The pathway
are observed to dilate as it propagates. The movement of gas by dilatant pathways is
recognised as one of the fundamental mechanisms for gas transport in clay-rich media by
Marschall et al. (2005). Figure 35 shows the other potential methods for gas transport.

Figure 35: Four different methods of gas transport in clay-rich materials. Adapted from Marschall
et al. (2005).

Work by Harrington et al. (2012) and Wiseall et al. (2015) have proven that gas transport
by dilatancy is a proven method for gas flow in clay-rich media. The ball-milled Bowland
Shale tests with gas injection show less evidence for dilatancy, however the width of the
widest sections of the pathways does increase. The reason for seeing less dilatancy in the
ball-milled Bowland Shale may be that these are pre-compacted samples and it may also
be controlled by other factors such as mineralogy and elastic properties.
Figure 14 shows the growth of a fracture network in a kaolinite paste. The pathways have
branched many times and formed an extensive interconnected network. The branches in
this test have often formed at approximately 120˚ relative to the initial fracture, which is
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similar to the ball-milled Bowland Shale observations. The pathways are well distributed
throughout the test; the network of pathways could be described as being dendritic. The
well distributed nature of the pathways compared to the ball-milled Bowland Shale means
that the injected gas has easily moved through the whole sample.
The speed of propagation is also a major difference between the kaolinite and ball-milled
Bowland Shale, even though the gas is being injected at the same rate. However the
pathways are forming at a slower rate in the kaolinite, despite these being pastes as
opposed to the pre-compacted samples of ball-milled Bowland Shale. One explanation
for this is that the gas pressure is causing fractures in kaolinite to dilate more and to
therefore accommodate more gas, as demonstrated by the extensive network of pathways.
Pathways in ball-milled Bowland Shale are finer and apparently do not dilate as much as
the kaolinite samples, therefore resulting in faster propagating fractures with less overall
volume compared to kaolinite. Differences in physical properties, such as
compressibility, tensile strength, and gas entry pressure, will also play a significant role
in the propagation of fractures. Observations of gas propagation in kaolinite appear to
conform to dilatancy controlled gas flow (Figure 35), compared with gas transport in
tensile fractures (Figure 35) observed in ball-milled Bowland Shale. There are therefore
clear differences observed in how gas pathways initiate and propagate in kaolinite and
ball-milled Bowland Shale. These are potentially controlled by the material properties.

7.2

How do fractures initiate and propagate when injecting water?

The main results for the visualisation of fractures formed by water injection are described
in Section 4. Table 2 describes the full series of experiments carried out for this study.
For a more detailed discussion of the way in which the sample arrangement, e.g. fractured
or bullseye, effects fracture formation please refer to Cuss et al. (2017a). The injection of
water into these samples is designed to replicate the hydraulic fracturing process.
Figure 16 shows the development of a hydraulic fracture in a pre-compacted disk of ballmilled Bowland Shale. The fracture initiated in the middle of the fracture perforation in
the centre of the sample. Pore pressure must therefore increase locally within the
perforation until it overcomes the mechanical strength of the surrounding ball-milled
Bowland Shale. The width of the fracture increased along the length of the fracture. The
fracture rapidly developed and the width of the fracture further increased. The fracture
made two sharp direction changes by 90˚, it is possible that these direction changes are
due to a pre-existing fabric in the sample that was imposed during sample preparation.
The dashed lines in Figure 16 indicate that the water is moving through the sample quicker
than it takes for the fracture to form through the whole thickness of the shale. Comparable
observations can be made between the fracturing using water and gas as the injection
medium. The hydrofractures formed perpendicular to the injection slot and changed
direction as well as branched. More than one fracture developed simultaneously.
Continued growth resulted in break-through in less than two seconds, demonstrating that
hydrofractures propagate at a faster rate than gas-induced fractures. Considerable erosion
of the fracture was evident, especially following breakthrough.
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Figure 18 again shows the hydraulic fracturing of a ball-milled Bowland Shale sample.
Figure 18a shows several separate fractures, many of which have branched at 120˚. These
fracture apertures are relatively wide when comparing them to the fractures formed by
gas in ball-milled Bowland Shale. One pathway became dominant and propagated
towards the edge of the apparatus. This resulted in the sealing of separate pathways. The
formation of separate pathways indicates that the pore pressure was more distributed in
this test, possibly as a result of the test being carried out using a ball-milled Bowland
Shale paste as opposed to the stronger pre-compacted samples. A network of hydraulic
fractures were formed, that branched and developed simultaneously until breakthrough
was achieved.
Hydraulic fracturing within kaolinite was quite different to that observed in ball-milled
Bowland Shale. Figure 19 shows the initiation and propagation of a hydraulic fracture in
a pre-compacted kaolinite sample. The fracture initiated in the corner of the central
perforation, meaning that the pore pressure built up at the corner of the perforation. The
build-up of stress at the corner of the perforation therefore means that the shape of the
perforation is controlling where fracture initiation will occur. The fracture aperture in
Figure 19 was relatively narrow initially and widened slightly as flow continued. It was
unclear whether erosion of fracture margins by fluid was the reason for the widening of
this fracture, as it was for the ball-milled Bowland Shale. The fracture was not a simple
linear fracture; the direction changed several times along the length. The sharp (90˚)
change in direction was likely to be due to a pre-existing fabric within the sample that
was imposed during sample preparation.
Another example of a hydraulic fracture potentially following a pre-existing fabric in
kaolinite could be seen in Figure 20. The fracture initiated in the centre of the sample.
The fracture quickly branched, however there is no obvious pattern to the branching as
observed in other tests. Each branch was subordinate to the initial fracture, until a
dominant pathway formed, as shown in Figure 21. This fracture was distinctly different
to the other fractures described in kaolinite; being more curved and with a wider aperture.
There are differences observed in the initiation and propagation of fractures when using
water compared to gas as the injection fluid. Within this, there are again clear differences
observed between the behaviour of ball-milled Bowland Shale and kaolinite in the way
that fractures propagate. The main difference is the speed in which fractures form. The
fact that water is less compressible means that pressure builds up much quicker, despite
using the same injection rate for each set of tests. This results in pathways forming with
much greater available energy and therefore propagation proceeds at a quicker rate.
It is likely that these differences are controlled by material properties, however there is
also a control from the fabric within the prepared samples. These fabrics may develop as
a result of the sample preparation techniques, or they may develop following sample
preparation. The effect of fabric is discussed in further detail in the following section.
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7.3

Does fabric affect fracture initiation and propagation?

Fabric has been shown to influence the propagation of fractures in the experiments
described; Figure 22 is the clearest example. As the fracture propagated it is clear that
fabric is the predominant control on direction of propagation. It is not clear whether fabric
controlled fracture initiation, however it is reasonable to suggest that a fracture may
initiate in a mechanically weaker area of the sample. Once the fracture had formed it is
clear that its development was influenced by a pre-existing fabric. This is demonstrated
by the deviation in the fracture direction and close following of fabric grain. Furthermore,
in Figure 22d a small branch formed in the lower left part of the fracture at 90˚ to the
main fracture, this again followed the local fabric developed in the sample. This may
indicate that sharp changes in direction seen in other tests were a result of clay fabric that
was not apparent prior to the commencement of the experiments.
Figure 23 shows additional evidence that fabric has controlled fracture propagation
direction. Once the fracture intercepted part of the sample where the fabric was
particularly evident, it changed direction and ran parallel with the fabric until it reached
the end of the dashed line. This indicates that the fabric influenced a preferential pathway
for the propagation of a fracture in that sample.
Despite sample preparation being carried out methodically with the aim of creating
homogeneous samples it is possible that the fabric formed in these tests is a result of
sample preparation techniques employed. When using pastes it is likely that the fabric
forms once the stress is imposed on the sample.
Also of note is that fractures did not form in every test carried out in this study. It may be
that in these samples there were no obvious weaknesses to allow fractures to initiate and
therefore fractures could not form. For this to be proven further image analysis would
need to be carried out to compare the samples which have fractured and samples which
have not. This was especially apparent in the cubic test samples of ball-milled Bowland
Shale, which would not hydrofractures even at an elevated pore pressure of over 50 MPa.
The hydrofracture of intact Bowland Shale (test M4_37HF) failed at a pressure of 8.7
MPa, with the formation of bedding-plane splits and interconnecting fractures. This
clearly suggests that pre-existing fabric, be it bedding or pre-existing microfracturing,
influences the propagation of hydrofractures. In contrast, test M4_38HF did not
hydrofractures even at an elevate pore pressure in excess of over 50 MPa. This sample
did not have an apparent bedding and therefore without this fabric hydrofractures were
not able to form. This clearly demonstrates that clay/shale fabric will influence fracture
initiation and propagation.

7.4

Do fractures close or seal after propagation?

Clear evidence for sealing of fractures in both kaolinite and ball-milled Bowland Shale
has been observed in both gas and water injection tests.
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Figure 24 – Figure 26 show pathways closing in ball-milled Bowland Shale during water
injection tests. In test M4_15B as the propagating fracture network developed and
branched, certain parts of the network become unstable and were by-passed, resulting in
the relief of pressure and the elastic rebound of the clay fabric surrounding the pathway.
Test M4_15B showed that as pressure was relieved, hydrofractures closed, with the same
discontinuity re-opening on further pressurization. This indicates that ball-milled
Bowland Shale has an effective self-sealing mechanism and that when pressure reduces
within fractures, the elastic properties of the shale walls results in closure. The ball-milled
Bowland Shale also retains a weakness along the fracture that can be re-activated with
further pressure increases. If similar processes were active in situ, and the behaviour of
ball-milled Bowland Shale is representative of undisturbed shale, than this demonstrates
the importance of proppant use, as the fractures in Bowland Shale could close on
reduction of stimulation pore-pressure.
Figure 27 and Figure 28 show sealing in kaolinite, in a gas and water test respectively.
Test M4_40K showed clear sealing of a fracture following the relief of gas pressure in
the fracture network. Following breakthrough an individual fracture closed enough that
its previous trace was no longer apparent. This was as a result of elastic rebound of the
fracture wall effectively closing the feature. Test M4_36K2 showed that injection of water
into a kaolinite sample had resulted in the formation of a network of fractures. At
breakthrough the pressure was relieved in the network and part of the network closed,
whilst other areas remained open and conductive. Therefore pressure relief results in the
closure of non-conductive hydrofractures, whilst conductive pathways remain open. If
similar processes were active in situ, then these results demonstrate the necessity for using
proppant during unconventional hydrocarbon exploitation in order to keep fractures open
during production.

7.5

At what pressure does hydrofracture occur?

Figure 36 summarises the pore pressure observed at hydraulic fracture initiation during
testing. In the FVR, kaolinite hydrofractured at a pore pressure of around 4 MPa,
compared with 10 MPa in ball-milled Bowland Shale. The cubic samples of precompacted clay resulted in considerably higher hydraulic fracture pressure. For single
clay systems hydraulic fracture pressure was between 5 and 6 times greater in cubic
samples. This is primarily due to the different pre-compaction stresses used. In the FVR
samples were pressed at 1 MPa, whilst the cubic samples were compressed to 15 MPa.
We can compare the fracture pressure observed in pre-compacted and intact Bowland
Shale. The intact sample that was interpreted as being undamaged did not hydrofracture,
nor did the pre-compacted samples; therefore both have a fracture pressure in excess of
50 MPa. The Bowland Shale sample interpreted as having some form of pre-existing
bedding/fracture fabric had a fracture pressure of 8.7 MPa, which is comparable to the 10
MPa seen in the visualisation test samples. Therefore it can be concluded that thin disk
samples behave similarly to Bowland Shale with pre-existing fabric, whereas precompacted samples behave similarly to massive or better cemented shale samples. This
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Hydraulic Fracture Pressure (MPa)

is a relevant point as it can be used to select appropriate samples for further testing in
future research projects.
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Figure 36: Pore pressure necessary to initiate hydraulic fracturing.

It can be concluded that fracture initiation pressure showed unexpected results. Ballmilled Bowland Shale, as expected, had a higher fracture pressure. The addition of
layering increased this pressure, doubling in kaolinite with the addition of ball-milled
Bowland Shale layers. Unexpectedly, the addition of a square pre-existing fracture
network tripled the fracture pressure in kaolinite. Cubic test samples had a considerably
higher fracture pressure (5 – 6×), but this may be explained by the different precompaction stresses used in the samples. Two very different fracture pressures were
determined for intact Bowland Shale. It has been suggested that thin disk samples behave
similarly to Bowland Shale with pre-existing bedding/fracture fabric, whereas precompacted samples behave similarly to massive or better-cemented shale.
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This report presents the results of 21 experiments designed to investigate the initiation
and propagation of hydrofractures in ball-milled Bowland Shale and kaolinite.
Experiments were conducted on analogue systems manufactured from pre-compacted
clay blocks and intact Bowland Shale. The results from the analogue test were compared
with results from hydrofractured Bowland Shale samples.
The study aimed to answer one fundamental questions about hydraulic fracture
propagation at depth:


What controls fracture initiation and propagation in shale?

In addressing this a series of questions were posed related to the controls on fracture
initiation and propagation.
How do fractures initiate and propagate when injecting gas? The injection of gas
(helium) into clay pastes allowed detailed imagery to be captured to understand the
fundamental controls on fracture initiation and propagation. The physical property
differences between kaolinite and ball-milled Bowland Shale resulted in variations in
fracture initiation. The less compressible ball-milled Bowland Shale generally resulted in
stress concentrations at the corners of the injection slot, where stress became sufficient
for the formation of a hydrofracture that grew parallel with the slot. The more
compressible kaolinite resulted in a different behaviour, where the slot begins to dilate,
resulting in compression of the kaolinite surrounding it. This led to weaknesses that
initiate fracture formation perpendicular to the slot.
Pathway formation is often accompanied by branching, with fractures branches forming
at about 120˚ relative to one another. These are formed where the dilating fracture results
in expansion of the surrounding clay, often resulting in small tears perpendicular to the
pathway. As the clay compresses further it results in the opening of these and the
formation of a new pathway. Multiple fracture branches can grow simultaneously.
Fracture branching at 120˚ is reminiscent of naturally occurring syneresis features in
mudstones.
Pathways in ball-milled Bowland Shale are finer and not able to dilate as much compared
with kaolinite, therefore resulting in faster propagating fractures that have less overall
volume when compared to those observed in kaolinite. Differences in physical properties,
such as compressibility, tensile strength, and gas entry pressure, will also play a
significant role in the propagation of fractures.
How do fractures initiate and propagate when injecting water? Fracture initiation
appears identical between water and gas injection. An increase in pressure within the
injection slot results in a stress concentration, which when sufficient initiates at either a
slot edge, where stress is likely to be concentrated, or along the long edge of the slot
which deforms as the slot is pressurised.
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Generally, similar fractures are observed when injecting water compared with gas
injection. Fractures propagate and in doing so often result in branching or deviation.
However, hydrofractures results in more localised fracture networks, whilst gas fracturing
has been observed to have much greater spatial distribution. One clear difference is the
process of erosion of the fracture margins when injecting water into a pre-compacted clay.
This can result in subtle variations in fracture widths and trajectories.
There are differences in the speed at which fractures form. The fact that water is less
compressible means that pressure builds up much quicker, resulting in pathways forming
with much greater available energy and therefore at a much quicker rate. Additionally,
clear differences exist between ball-milled Bowland Shale and kaolinite in the way the
rate at which fractures propagated; propagation is much quicker in ball-milled Bowland
Shale.
Does fabric affect fracture initiation and propagation? Fabric has been shown to
influence the propagation and trajectory of fractures. It was observed that a propagating
fracture changed direction and ran parallel with a pre-existing fabric developed in the
sample, and changing direction in a similar orientation to the fabric when fabric deviated.
Therefore, fractures developed along a preferential direction dictated by pre-existing
fabric that possibly represented a structural weakness in the samples. In some tests it was
not possible to initiate hydrofractures. For these, it is inferred there no obvious
weaknesses were present for the fracture to exploit and therefore a fracture could not
form. Hydrofracture of intact Bowland Shale resulted in fracture formation of beddingplane splits and interconnecting fractures. This clearly suggests that pre-existing fabric,
be it bedding or pre-existing microfracturing, influences the propagation of
hydrofractures. In contrast, test M4_38HF did not hydrofractures even at an elevate pore
pressure in excess of over 50 MPa. This sample did not have an apparent bedding and
therefore without this fabric hydrofractures were not able to form. This clearly
demonstrates that clay/shale fabric will influence fracture initiation and propagation.
Can fractures close or seal after propagation? Clear evidence for sealing of fractures in
both kaolinite and ball-milled Bowland Shale has been observed in both gas and water
injection tests. Once pressure within the fracture is relieved, either through the formation
of new fracture branches or the break-through of injection fluid, the elastic properties of
the compressed clay wall surrounding a dilated fracture results in rebound and closure of
the fracture. This self-sealing mechanism was observed in both ball-milled Bowland
Shale and kaolinite. It should be noted that at break-through the conductive part of the
fracture network does not close and only the areas of the network that are not conductive
undergo pressure drop and fracture closure. A pulsed response, with fracture closing at
break-through and re-opening with continued injection was also noted. If the behaviour
of the samples tested is representative of shale reservoirs at in situ exploration/production
depths, then these experiments indicate the importance of proppant use to maintain
fracture apertures, as the fractures in ball-milled Bowland Shale will close on reduction
of stimulation pore-pressure.
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What pressure does hydraulic fracturing occur? In the FVR kaolinite and ball-milled
Bowland Shale hydrofractured at pressures of 4 MPa and 10 MPa respectively. The higher
pressure necessary to hydrofractures ball-milled Bowland Shale explains the higher
energy response seen in fracture propagation. In cubic samples this increased by between
5 and 6 times, but this may be explained by the different pre-compaction stresses used in
the samples. Two very different fracture pressures were determined for intact Bowland
Shale. It has been suggested that thin disk samples behave similarly to Bowland Shale
with pre-existing damage, whereas pre-compacted samples behave similarly to pristine
shale.
What controls fracture initiation and propagation in shale? The initiation and
propagation of hydraulic fractures is controlled by two interlinked phenomena;
compressibility of the clay and dilation of the fracture. All evidence suggests that the
contrast in compressibility and Poisson’s ratio between clays will be responsible for
dictating how hydrofractures will initiate and propagate. It is also expected that the
mechanism of injection plays a role, based on the rate of pressurisation.
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